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Course No:    (670265)                                                                            Time Allowed: 50 min               

Lecturer: Ahmad Shuraydeh                                              No. pages 3 .                                    

  

Objectives; To examine the ability of the student to describe the methods of leveling in 

surveying. Plan and maps, Scales ,types of scales ,Countering, and methods.  

 Q-1. Following table shows a page of a level book. Calculate values for Rise and 

fall. Calculate R.L. of the stations. Apply arithmetic checks. R.L. of B.M. is 150.000.                           

(40 marks) 

Station BS IS FS Rise Fall R.L. Remark 

A 2.500         150,00  BM 

B 1.685   1.575         

C   2.735           

D 1.515   3.335         

E   2.325           

F   1.050           

G 1.755   0.675         

H     2.450         

Solution: 
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Q-2.  Find the slope of line AB, If the scale 1:1000,and the elevation of A, and B  given as 

shown in the figure   (20 marks)                                                    

                                                                                                                                             600                                                                                  

 

 

                                                              600,5 
                                     A                              6M 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q-3.A plan plotted to a scale of 1:2500 was found to have shrunk  causing a line 

plotted 300 mm long to now measure 296 mm. A distance was measured on the plan 

and found to be 198mm long. What is the true distance on the ground.    (20 marks) 
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Q-4.Chosse the right  answers from the following  questions     (20 marks) 

 1-Two contour lines, having the same elevation. 

A-Cannot cross each other       B-Can cross each other    C-Cannot unite together 

D-Can unite together 

 

2- datum surface in levelling is a 

(a) horizontal surface. 

(b) vertical surface. 

(c) level surface. 

(d) non of the above. 

 

3. Reduced level of a point is its height or depth above or below 

(a) the ground surface. 

(b)   the assumed datum. 

(c) assumed horizontal surface. 

(d) the line of collimation 

  

4-A map scale is a ratio of _____ on a map to the actual ground. 

a- elevation 

b-height 

c- distance 

d-distortion 

  

5-Drawn a line in a map in scale 1:100.length of line in a map is 20 cm, the true length in     

the ground is  

A-30 M          b-25 m     c- 20 m    d-22 m- 


